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introduction

The perfect
mix of exhibitors
It’s an absolute pleasure for me to
be writing my first comment for a
TFWA Asia Pacific & GATE ONE2ONE
event knowing that this week is
commercially one of the most
successful we have ever staged.

in this region will testify to that! According
to Best & Most, luxury sales are now worth
over US$14bn in total and Asia Pacific is
accounting for a substantial and growing
chunk of that with China and India on a
steady upward trend.
Here in Singapore, we have strived to

With a total of 210 companies exhibiting here

echo that trend with a stronger fashion

in Singapore, the trade floor is completely

representation and are, again, delighted to

full, up 24% over last year. Indeed, we have

welcome a number of new and returning

had to move some of our service areas,

brands, including Bally, Boggi Milano, Fratelli

such as the Press Centre, in order to best

Rossetti, Giorgio Fedon, Piquadro, Polaroid

accommodate all brands here.

Eyewear, and Tommy Hilfiger. We’re also

Perhaps this is not surprising given the

pleased to see DIAGEO reconfirming its

knowledge that, according to Best & Most,

commitment to the event and – with the

in 2010 Asia Pacific was clearly the best

addition of brands such as Angus Dundee,

performing region in terms of percentage

Bruichladdich Distillery, F Beverages, Cognac

sales growth, with sales up a very impressive

Godet, Massenez, MacDuff International and

22.1% (compared to just 4% in Europe).

SPI Group, we have an incredibly strong wine

What is really satisfying is the number of

and spirits offer here this year.

new and returning exhibitors in the hall –

I hope that for all buyers and visitors here

58 in all – with a very positive mixture of

this week, it’s a mix that stands out as being

both regional companies and heavyweight

unique – and perfect for your needs.

international brands.

Before you enter the exhibition hall,

Reflecting industry category growth is

however, you need to go through the

vital and we have strived to ensure that

registration process. This year we have

the balance of exhibitors is spot-on in

completely revamped the registration area

this respect. Luxury goods – and fashion

with a new look and feel designed to better

in particular – stand out as the prime

reflect the positive and professional nature

growth driver within the business, and

of business in this region.

particularly in the Asia Pacific region; any

I do hope it marked the start of a very

of you regularly travelling through airports

positive week for all of you.

I hope that for
all buyers and
visitors here this
week, it’s a mix
that stands out
as being unique
– and perfect
for your needs.

TFWA Asia
Pacific Bar
The ever-popular TFWA Asia Pacific Bar opened yesterday
evening following a busy conference and workshops
programme. Delegates made their way to the Bar in
numbers to enjoy complimentary drinks, and to unwind and
network in the relaxed environment. The Bar can be used
for meetings during breakfast and lunch, and is also open to
badge holders once the exhibition closes.
Breakfast
served from 08:00 to 09:30

Lunch
from 11.30 to 15:00 (last orders at 14:15)

Erik Thomsen
Vice-President Commercial,
TFWA

Bar
from 18:00 to 19:30
Badge holders only

Isabelle Gec, associate, Peuch et Besse; Cristina Mae
Olvido, duty free area manager Europe and Middle East,
Harston Group; Sarah Jane Florido, area manager
Asia Pacific & Africa, Harston Group; and Alicia Viguri,
business development, World Duty Free & Aldeasa.

TFWA World Exhibition
2011 change
of dates
Please note that the new dates for this
year’s TFWA World Exhibition in Cannes are
18-23 September 2011, instead of October
as previously announced. The change of
timing follows the announcement by French
President Nicolas Sarkozy that the City of
Cannes has been chosen as the venue for
the G20 meeting in early November 2011.

Siraj Hanifa, director, Hasarosi; and Alessandra Visconti, managing director, Reflecta Consulting.
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01 Juul-Mortensen: “I believe we
will see +8% annual growth in
2011 – the challenge for all of us
is to maximise the opportunities.”
02 Tuli: “The projections for
growth in tourism and passenger
numbers are staggering – there
is massive potential for our duty
free and travel retail business.
However, success consists of
being successful, not in simply
having the potential for success.”

02

Asia Pacific
Inside Out

Yesterday’s TFWA Asia Pacific & GATE ONE2ONE Conference provided a truly engaging analysis of the
travel retail industry and its potential in the Asia Pacific region. As the conference theme suggests,
the range of high-profile speakers – both from within the industry and retail specialists and futurist
thought-leaders – examined the business ‘inside out’, in a series of thorough presentations.
TFWA President Erik Juul-Mortensen
opened the conference with his
traditional State of the Industry
address. He was optimistic: “For a
long time Asia Pacific has promised
so much for our industry, and almost
every year the region has delivered
strong growth. However, the optimism
I have heard this year sets a new
level of expectation for Asia Pacific
duty free and travel retail.”

Juul-Mortensen explained that luxury

of optimism, he also reminded that

– there is massive potential for our duty

goods sales were up +17%. Asia Pacific

threats could still damage the business,

free and travel retail business. However,

is the key driver with +22.1% growth in

such as natural disasters, regional

success consists of being successful,

2010; the region now accounts for 32% of

conflicts and regulatory threats.

not in simply having the potential for

global duty free and travel retail sales.

“The opportunities for our industry are

success,” he explained. “We have started

“I believe we will see +8% annual

many, but so are the challenges,” he

on the building blocks, with infrastructure

growth in 2011 – the challenge for all

concluded. “Only great retail will achieve

being built around the region. We must

of us is to maximise the opportunities,”

success in the future. We have the

consult with each other to achieve the

commented Juul-Mortensen.

brands, we have the skills and we have

best possible offer, otherwise we will

Trends influencing growth include

the imagination to deliver great retail.”

be doing ourselves a disservice.”

increasing domestic air travel and intra-

Sunil Tuli, president, APTRA, and

Tuli also provided details of the APTRA

regional air travel. Interesting figures

managing director, King Power Group

consumer research, being undertaken

Before analysing the business opportunities

highlight that in 2009 six out of 10 Asian

(Duty Free and Travel Retail) Hong

in collaboration with m1nd-set, which

and growth potential that exist, Juul-

travellers were flying on domestic routes.

Kong, delivered a thought-provoking

will be reported quarterly to APTRA

Mortensen asked delegates to turn

The emergence of China as a domestic

address in which he explained that the

members. The first report highlights

their thoughts to those affected by the

travel market means that, according to ACI

Asia Pacific region has been on “a huge

areas of opportunity for the industry.

disasters in Australia, New Zealand and

figures, by 2019 there will be more than 900

roller coaster” in the past year. Growth

“We set-up APTRA to serve and protect the

Japan, with all in attendance paying their

million domestic air trips in China. By 2014,

in passenger numbers and record travel

industry. We have stepped up our advocacy

respects by observing a minute’s silence.

there will be 1.8 billion annual passengers

retail sales were followed the disasters

efforts and communication,” he said.

Worldwide duty free and travel sales were

in Asia Pacific, making it the single busiest

in Japan, Australia and New Zealand.

On the threat to duty free tobacco sales,

up +13% last year at US$39 billion – a record

air transport region in the world.

“The projections for growth in tourism

with the assistance of ETRC, APTRA has

that exceeded the 2008 pre-recession total.

While Juul-Mortensen painted a picture

and passenger numbers are staggering

developed well-reasoned arguments
TFWA DAILY – 5
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to deliver to regional governments. It

The Opening Plenary Session concluded

also managed to stop the proposed ban

with a lively, inspirational presentation

on duty free alcohol in the region.

from Rohit Talwar, CEO, Fast Future. He

“Our intention is to establish

outlined some of the opportunities and

APTRA as an authority within

challenges facing the travel retail sector

the region,” Tuli concluded.

in Asia Pacific. Demographics, he said, are
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driving economics. By 2020, the proportion

Growth leader

of the world’s middle class that resides in

Christian Blanckaert, president, Petit

Asia will double, while 20 of the world’s

Bateau, focused on the evolution of

biggest cities by GDP will be in Asia by 2025.

luxury brands. So far in 2011, he said,

“Technology is going to be critical to

luxury brands are growing tremendously.

some opportunities going forward. More

He listed a few figures, including +17%

smartphones than laptops are sold now.

growth in sales for LVMH and +25%

What’s really interesting is the next

for Hermes in the first quarter.

generation of smartphones, which will

The global economic crisis hit the luxury

have the potential for showing products

segment in 2009 and Blanckaert explained

or pitching offers,” explained Talwar.

that the lessons of 2009 must be learned,

Social media, such as Twitter, provides

as the crisis hit companies both big and

a platform to effectively engage with the

small. Impressive growth followed in 2010.

consumer. Talwar’s key message was the

“In the middle of the financial crisis, we

importance of thinking broadly about the

saw the emergence of Asia Pacific. That

kinds of innovation that can be pursued in

is a sign that Asia Pacific has emerged

the travel retail environment to maximise

as a resistant market and that the

its potential. The focus in terms of new

region will become a leader in terms

retail formats and technologies will be

of growth. Growth this year is going to

on enhancing the customer experience,

come from Asia Pacific,” he said.

with design formats that stimulate

“Japan, for me, is extremely important

more of the senses, and which engage

in Asia Pacific and remains a key

the shopper in imaginative ways.

country – there is huge potential. India

The range of presentations in the

is not yet a country for luxury goods. In

Opening Plenary Session highlighted

India they like to invest, not consume.

the opportunities that exist for travel

I do not think India will be a market

retail growth in Asia Pacific, particularly

for luxury brands for a very long time.

with economic growth and increasing

China is, of course, a key country.”

personal wealth and desire to travel.

The Secrets
of Superior
Service
Ron Kaufman, author and founder
of “Up! Your Service”, delivered
an energetic, inspiring address to
the closing conference session. He
emphasised the importance of building
a service culture. “It’s a competitive
necessity; consumers have rising
expectations. People perform better
when there’s a strong culture they feel
they are part of,” he said.

04

03 Blanckaert: “In the middle of the financial crisis, we
saw the emergence of Asia Pacific. That is a sign that
Asia Pacific has emerged as a resistant market and
that the region will become a leader in terms of growth.
Growth this year is going to come from Asia Pacific.”
04 Talwar: “Technology is going to be critical to some
opportunities going forward. More smartphones than
laptops are sold now. What’s really interesting is the next
generation of smartphones, which will have the potential
for showing products or pitching offers.”

Kaufman: “In the
service transaction –
every perception point
is a moment of truth.
Perception points are
everywhere.”

another level sits below basic, which he
termed ‘criminal’, in which a brand or
service promise is violated. These levels are
not “stairs”, according to Kaufman, but “an
escalator”. “Excellence is a moving target,
which means you’ve always got to keep
moving up. These six levels of service can be
applied to anybody’s job.”
He continued: “In the service transaction
– every perception point is a moment of
truth. Perception points are everywhere –

How do you build an uplifting service

some are face-to-face, some are over the

culture? “You can use an architecture plan to

phone, some are in writing, some are in the

design a culture. Service leadership is at the

products or packaging.”

top, actionable service education is the base,

Kaufman highlighted the example of

while in the middle are the service culture

Singapore Changi, which consistently scores

building blocks,” explained Kaufman.

highly in surveys. One perception point on

He emphasised the importance of education,

which it was getting low scores was the

so that when a situation arises your staff

immigration process. “It is not their job to

know what to do. “You need good people who

be nice, it’s to decide whether to let you in

can think on the spot, which means we need

or not. They can’t spend time chatting and

to teach people how to think about service

hold up the queue,” he said. The airport was

and how to do it.”

creative in its solution – it placed sweets on

Kaufman outlined six levels of service;

the counter at passport control.

home that they cannot take onboard.

the secret to superior service is to look at

basic, expected, desired, surprising and

Changi has also introduced Speedpost,

“Action steps can create more value,”

the “big picture” and the experiences your

unbelievable being the first five, while

which passengers can use to send items

explained Kaufman. He concluded that

customers value.
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Market
for 'little
maharajas'
The ‘India Inside Out’ Workshop
provided its audience with dizzying
statistics about the remarkable
transformation of the country mixed
with the often repeated phrase: “It’s
not an easy market.”

a GDP rate of +9% per annum for the next 20
years and Kaul said it was likely to be even
higher. But he sounded a note of caution for
the travel retail industry in such a diverse
market with an expanding middle class: “A
consumer in Bangalore is radically different
to a consumer in another part of the

Deepak Talwar, chairman of IDFS Tradings, said Swarovski and WHSmith are among the
companies that have taken a risk and enjoyed success in India.

Kapil Kaul, CAPA CEO South Asia, said the

country.” Kaul said this is why the airport

country’s passenger numbers are projected

retail industry must be flexible: “Indian

to reach 450 million per year by 2020 –

consumers are very discerning.”

consumers buy in other parts of the world:

companies that have taken a risk and enjoyed

compared with 42 million in 2000. Kaul said:

Dilip Kapur, president of Hidesign, agreed

“Mid-market is ‘luxury’, luxury is ‘super-

success in India. He said: “It’s a question

“Never in the history of our industry has

that market conditions in India are

luxury’ – and you might have to wait for that.”

of putting the right brand in the right place

such a change taken place.” He added: “Yet

challenging: “It’s not just you who finds it

Even choosing the right product for the

and you will get the right results.” Talwar

in 2004 you could hardly get a cup of

difficult. We find it difficult. It can be a pain –

market was a challenge: “We don’t seem to

said Coca-Cola had got things right and had

coffee at the airport.”

but you cannot ignore it.” He continued with

follow your colours, although we are very

enjoyed a growth rate of up to 20%.

Among the changes he predicted was that

the theme of consumers being discerning

colourful. We like slightly different colours

Jacob Abraham, manager (retail business),

Mumbai would need to start provisioning

and said: “We like to think of ourselves as

and we are not as seasonal as you are. Large

Cochin International Airport, summed things

for a third airport by 2020 to cope with the

little maharajas.”

parts of India do not have a winter.”

up with what was becoming a familiar phrase:

predicted expansion in passenger numbers.

He said that what is described as a luxury

Deepak Talwar, chairman of IDFS Tradings,

“The Indian market is a gold mine as regards

Official planning commission figures predict

product in India is often different to what

said Swarovski and WHSmith are among the

its potential, but it is not an easy market.”

Industry experts evaluated the impact
of Japan’s devastating earthquake and
tsunami on the travel industry during
Workshop B: Japan Inside Out.

Japan bites back

The panel unveiled a positive but realistic
outlook for the rest of 2011 and beyond.
Akito Abukawa, chairman, Duty Free Shops

good example of a souvenir shop, which is

Association of Japan and President, the

attracting people to spend.

Asahi Airport Service Co. Ltd., offered an

Omotenashi – Japan’s famous hospitality

insight into the country’s resilient outbound

and service – also plays a huge role in luring

travellers. Despite numerous challenges

visitors to the country. “Attractive duty free

during the past decade, such as SARS and

shops with a wide range of products and world

H1N1, outbound pax numbers peaked at

class customer service, teamed with a 20%

26 million in 2010, just before the natural

price discount on what you can find on the high

disaster struck.

street is very important,” said Abukawa.

The number of inbound travellers has

Harubumi “Harry” Kobori, senior executive

become an area of concern with many

vice president & representative director,

having delayed or cancelled their trips due

Narita International Airport Cooperation,

to some misleading reports of radiation in

who gave an overview of airport

the region. Currently there is only half the

development in Japan.

number of travellers entering the country

Narita Airport is set to accommodate

than there is exiting it. Indeed, there has

300,000 passengers by 2014 while Haneda

been a 73% drop in the number of arrivals

Airport, located in the southern part of Tokyo

since March 2011. However, research has

now boasts a new runway operating 52

enabled Abukawa and his colleagues to

flights a day to 11 domestic counties. “From

identify key characteristics of this

improving connectivity to expanding capacity

group, making it easier to target them

and finding better ways top operate; airlines,

more effectively.

airports and stakeholders need to join forces

retailers need to adapt to this with unique

said Masato Takamatsu, president, Japan

“Prior to March 2011, there was an

in order to keep up with the rest of the

choices that help drive purchases.”

Tourism Marketing. “In order to promote

increasing number of inbound travellers

world,” said Kobori.

The findings from a recent survey carried

itself as a destination marketplace for

from South Korea and Mainland China and

Bringing the profile of the Japanese

out by TFWA and Japan Tourism Marketing

international travellers, retailers need to

rich PRC travellers spend 140,000 Yen on

luxury consumer bang up to date, Ming

rounded off the session, giving delegates

offer a diverse range of products.”

average, which is much higher than those

Lee Foo, vice president consumer and

plenty to think about.

While 2011 is expected to show negative

from other Asian countries,” said Abukawa.

trade marketing worldwide duty free, JTI,

“In 2010, the number of Japanese travellers

growth, doing everything possible to assure

“Fashion and souvenir products, which

explained how shopping is still high up on

increased for the first time in four years

inbound travellers that Japan is a safe and

are made in Japan, are top selling items.”

the list for the majority of people. “Japanese

due to the recovering economy, the strong

viable destination will undoubtedly help to

Yorozu at Kansai International airport is a

consumers are now more mature and

yen and the decline of fuel surcharges,”

speed the recovery.

8 – TFWA DAILY
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Sharing
the dream
Rapid growth of the Chinese market
led a contributor in the China Inside
Out Workshop to declare: “Luxury in
Europe has lost its lustre, it’s lost its
shine. Luxury in China is suddenly
acceptable and people in mainland
China want to share that dream.”

the internet – including your brands.”
Figures showed the average age of multimillionaires in China was 39, while the average
for billionaires was 43: “A whopping 15 years
younger than their western counterparts.”
He said Chinese luxury consumption is
projected to grow by +18% annually up to
2015. This will account for 20% of the global
Charles Chen, vice president, China Duty Free Group, said there are brand new opportunities for travel retail, such as
new high-speed railways. It is predicted these trains will carry 308 million passengers this year – the equivalent of 50% of
those travelling by the domestic aviation market.

Anson Bailey, principal business

luxury market, but it will be a sophisticated

development China, KPMG, added: “Without

and discerning consumer.

doubt China is not a bed of roses – there

“In Shanghai they consider themselves to

are lots of challenges.” Bailey shared

be the blue blood of China – the aristocrats

travelling by the domestic aviation market.

take place: “It’s very hard for me to predict

the findings of a new KPMG study Luxury

of what is in fashion,” said Anson. “Brands

Meanwhile, rapid expansion is taking place

what will happen in ten years time – let’s wait

Experiences in China at the workshop.

will have to be on the top of their game. You

within the airport sector, with the creation

and see.”

He began his address by saying: “Welcome

cannot take your last summer collection to

of new terminals and departure halls.

Christian Blanckaert, president, Petit

to the second largest economy in the world.

China anymore. You have to take your best

Chen said that among the developments

Bateau pointed out that by 2035, 70% of

But let’s not forget it’s ranked 91 in terms

people and launch there.”

is Kunming Airport, which will have the

China’s population will live in cities and

of per capita GDP.” Anson said Chinese

Charles Chen, vice president, China Duty

country’s largest passenger terminal when it

there will be a big growth in travel. “I don’t

consumers were increasingly becoming

Free Group, said there are brand new

opens in December.

share the global optimism about the Chinese

“street-wise and savvy”.

opportunities for travel retail, such as new

The Chinese government now has a stated

market.” He predicted that in the future new

He dismissed concerns about censorship,

high-speed railways. It is predicted these

policy to shift luxury goods consumption

Chinese brands would start to emerge – and

saying: “I can assure you every

trains will carry 308 million passengers

from overseas to within China. But Chen was

start to compete with famous global names

conceivable topic is being discussed on

this year – the equivalent of 50% of those

cautious about how much expansion would

in the luxury market.

Perfecting
partnerships
A lively debate topped off an engaging
session exploring the need for a
greater sense of partnership between
stakeholders in the industry.

assortment and learn how best to approach
them. New products and exclusives play a
huge role in this and, as we all know, Asian
consumers are very brand-driven.”
In Bouchard’s experience, promotions and

The restraints of short-term leases,

in-store theatre will stimulate travellers to

compensating for fluctuations in the

convert to consumers. PUIG, for instance,

exchange rate and lack of shared risk and

promoted one of its perfume brands with

investment were just some of the topics

the help of a rock band in a shop at Palma

tackled at Workshop D: Partnerships

de Mallorca Airport, which increased store

in Practice.

penetration by 8%.

Moderator Doug Newhouse, founding

“Retailtainment calls for a shared risk and

editorial director, The Travel Retail

investment,” said Bouchard. “To enhance

Business, kicked-off proceedings by

partnerships, we could think about defining

explaining how the trilogy needs to take an

KPIs together, such as penetration targets,

honest look at the role of partnerships.

and then share any real estate profits. This

“Currently, they are not the norm and they

creates a model which is sustainable.”

are not hugely flexible,” he said. “However,

The superpower in the trilogy is the airport,

there are some great examples of how they

according to Emmanuel de Place, COO,

dynamic Fashion Gallery at Changi Airport.

for travel retail due to the privatisation of

have evolved for the better over the years.”

Lagardere Services Asia Pacific. “Making

“Here, we have a shared vision and shared

airports in India.

Patrick Bouchard, travel retail general

partnerships better doesn’t require the

delivery,” said de Place. “A social media

“There is a need for strategic partnerships,”

manager, PUIG, called for “less talk and

airport to relinquish any power,” he said.

campaign – the first in travel retail –

said Sachdeva. “The success of airports

more action” and offered some innovative

“They just need to demonstrate more risk

encouraged shoppers to pre-plan their visit

depends on the strength of the partnerships

examples of best practice within

for a greater reward.”

and, when they came to the store, to share

they build with various external stakeholders

the industry.

Its premium stand-alone concept store with

photos of their stylish new look around the

and partners to deliver a value proposition

“The airport is a complex environment and

Diageo, The World Class Collection, is a

world via Facebook.”

to passengers. Above all, respect is vital for

there is a clear need to improve logistical

good example of a venture that connected

Speaker Sharad Sachdeva, head – retail

building sustainable partnerships.”

efficiency,” he said. “The number of Chinese

well with passengers. The Lonely Planet

& duty free, Delhi International Airport

As Newhouse succinctly put it: “The future is

travellers is huge and we need to adapt our

store at Sydney Airport is another, as is the

added how there was a huge potential

ours to shape.”

10 – TFWA DAILY

Patrick Bouchard, travel retail general manager, PUIG, called for “less talk and more action”.
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TFWA Industry Association
Working Lunch
A range of the industry’s most pressing
concerns, ranging from the threats to
duty free tobacco sales to the impact
of the single bag carry on rule, were
addressed at the working lunch session.

One particular point of concern is that

originated from Asia Pacific. This business is

months of research into the purchasing

Cathay Pacific now states that passengers

a unique retail channel and we need to come

habits of Asia Pacific travellers.

are only permitted to carry a single piece

up with unique solutions,” he said.

The average passenger, he said, spends 100

of hand luggage on board – including any

To close the session, Dr Peter Mohn,

minutes in the airport ahead of their flight,

duty free purchases – although this is not

partner and co-founder of m1nd set –

21 minutes of which is spent shopping. “This

currently being enforced by the airline.

Global Marketing Intelligence & Solutions,

suggests that there is huge potential for

Outlining the ongoing role of APTRA

“It’s a question of confusion,” she said. “All

presented the findings from the first three

improvement in this area,” he added.

(Asia Pacific Travel Retail Association) in

airlines copy models eventually and you

representing the Asia Pacific region, Sunil Tuli,

need to be prepared in this region to make

president, APTRA, and managing director, King

sure this does not happen to you.”

Power Group (Duty Free and Travel Retail) Hong

“Airlines who are enforcing this are

Kong, said: “I would encourage members to

redirecting sales from duty free and travel

step up their own efforts to defend the industry.

retail to their own inflight sales.”

“It’s also important that we work with

The threats posed to the tobacco sector

governmental and non-governmental

were at the heart of the address given by

organisations to promote the benefits

Keith Spinks, secretary general, European

of the industry.”

Travel Retail Council (ETRC). The World

Sarah Branquinho, business relations &

Health Organization’s (WHO) Framework

external affairs director, World Duty Free

Convention on Tobacco Control includes

& Aldeasa, then explained the negative

proposals to ban or restrict sales of duty

impact of the implementation of the one bag

free tobacco, while a Working Group has

rule, which states that travellers are only

been established to examine the use of

permitted to carry a single piece of hand

price and taxation as a means to reduce the

luggage on board their flight. While this is

demand for tobacco products.

currently an issue in Europe, she highlighted

“We’ve built up a level of support, we need

the importance of ensuring that it isn’t

to retain that level of support, and we need

introduced by carriers in Asia Pacific.

to focus on this region because these calls

Sarah Branquinho, business relations &
external affairs director, WDF & Aldeasa,
highlighted the importance of ensuring
that the single bag carry on rule is not
implemented in Asia Pacific.

Million-dollar ticket

hunter
"We intend to
offer a lot of
world firsts and
exclusives. We
are currently
number two in
the region
– brands have
awoken to the
phenomenon
that is Qatar
Duty Free."

Qatar Duty Free, Diamond Sponsor
of the TFWA Asia Pacific & GATE
ONE2ONE Conference & Workshops,
held a draw at the end of yesterday’s
closing conference session – the prize
being a free ticket for the next Qatar
Duty Free Millionaire Draw, which
takes place next week. The lucky
winner was Samantha Yuan of Changi
Airport Group; her business card
was randomly selected from a bowl
of hopeful entries by Keith Hunter,
senior vice president, Qatar Duty Free.
Yuan now stands a one in 5,000 chance of
winning a million US dollars in the draw. Raffle
tickets usually cost $263 or QAR950 each.
Hunter explained that Qatar Duty Free
typically does two Millionaire Draws
per year and intends to increase
that to a minimum of three.
The new Arrivals Terminal at Doha
International Airport opened last December.
The additional space has enabled Qatar Duty
Free to introduce new categories and expand
the space dedicated to its existing categories.
Meanwhile, the New Doha International
Airport opens in 2012. “It will be a complete
step-change from what we have currently,”
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explained Hunter. Qatar Duty Free has some

to offer a lot of world firsts and exclusives.”

exciting plans for the new airport, which will

He continued: “We are currently number two

have 25,000sqm of retail space. The space is

in the region – brands have awoken to the

designed to serve 50 million passengers per

phenomenon that is Qatar Duty Free.”

year. In addition to the core duty free areas,

In the current financial year, which began on

Qatar Duty Free will have exclusive branded

1 April, sales have “gone through the roof”

boutiques within the retail area.

– up +24% on average. Categories including

“It’s also about the environment in which it is

liquor, fragrances, souvenirs and gifting,

offered – an environment most people won’t

electronics and gold, have continued to show

expect in an airport,” said Hunter. “We intend

strong growth.

Lucky winner Samantha Yuan of Changi Airport
Group, with Keith Hunter, senior vice president,
Qatar Duty Free and Michael Barrett, conference
& research manager, TFWA.

one2one meetings
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ONE2ONE meetings service
A strong delegation of the region’s most dynamic and rapidly-expanding airports is participating in
the ONE2ONE meetings service this year, sending senior executives to discuss retail development
opportunities with suppliers. Here, we profile a selection of those airports.
offer also includes seven F&B outlets.

Operated by Nuance Group, the international duty free
stores feature over 10,000 products, while the landside
commercial offer includes seven F&B outlets.

Sahan Raj Manoor, assistant general
manager, head – retail, BIAL, said: “The

ONE2ONE airports

immediate expansion plan is to add
missing concepts such as an exclusive

Australia

South Indian F&B concept, souvenirs,

Cairns Airport

Indian sweets, Spa etc inside the SHA.”

Melbourne Airport

Plans for landside development, meanwhile,

Perth International Airport

include an increase to the F&B facilities
to give a more varied offer, such as a
Chinese food concept and an exclusive
South Indian quick service kiosk.
Manoor continued: “The recent
development on the retail in the
international SHA has been the introduction

ONE2ONE with:
Bangalore International
Airport Limited

China
Beijing Capital Airport Commercial &
Trading Co Ltd
Dalian International Airport Commerce
Company
Guangzhou Baiyun International Airport
Hainan Meilan International Airport

of Indian souvenirs. On the domestic

Hainan Sanya International Airport

side, there has been a phased revamp

HNA Airport Group

of the look and feel of all the stores,

Qingdao International Airport Group

introduction of categories like shoes,

Shanghai HK Airport Co

as well as an increased and better

Shanghai International Airport Co

product offering. On the F&B side,
signage is being planned in a better way
to increase visibility of the outlets.”
Referring to BIAL’s hopes for the

Shenzhen Airport Co
Xiamen International Airport Group
Xi’an Xianyang International Airport
Yunnan Airport Group

ONE2ONE meetings, Manoor added:

Hong Kong

“Since we are currently working on the

Airport Authority Hong Kong

Bengaluru International Airport boasts a

Among the F&B facilities available

expansion programme, we would like

comprehensive retail and F&B offer for both

for the domestic passenger are

to understand where and how various

India

domestic and international passengers.

Taste of India, Time Out Bar, Barista

brands would like to position and operate,

Bangalore International Airport

More than 1,600sqm of space is dedicated

Lavazza and Cookie Man.

and their expansion plans in India.

Cochin International Airport

to domestic retail, which includes four

Operated by Nuance Group, the

“This will also give us an inside view of

Delhi International Airport

world-class retail formats – Shoppers

international duty free stores feature

various enterprises on how they would

Stop, Lamoda, Life Spirit and Mithaas,

over 10,000 products, including one of the

like to commit to the airport business

offering travellers a premium selection

widest ranges of duty free liquor at any

and how they approach the passengers to

of Indian and international brands.

Indian airport. The landside commercial

make the experience a pleasant memory.”

GMR Group
Hyderabad International Airport
Male International Airport
Mumbai International Airports Ltd
Japan
Centrair Passenger Service
Fukuoka Airport Building Co
Japan Airport Terminal Co

ONE2ONE with:
Shanghai International
Airport Co

Kansai International Airport Co
Narita International Airport
Korea
Incheon International Airport Corporation
Korea Airports Corporation (KAC)
Malaysia
Malaysia Airports Holdings Berhad (MAHB)
Malaysia Airports (Sepang)

The commercial areas at Shanghai Pudong

enough to meet the increasing demand of the

Airport, including retail and food & beverage,

retail sector; therefore, we are planning an

total more than 35,000sqm – of which the

airport commercial reconstruction project,

duty free area takes up some 5,000sqm. Qu

Sunrise Duty Free (Shanghai) is the main duty free
retailer at Shanghai Pudong Airport. The airport is
currently planning a commercial reconstruction project.

Senai Airport Terminal Services

rearranging the layout of the retail area

Consulting Company, on a three-year contract

King Fahd International Airport

Yibing, vice director, Shanghai International

in Terminal 1 and expanding it by 2,000-

to optimise our airport retail sector. We hope

Airport Co, explained that the current

3,000sqm,” said Qu.

that by studying passengers’ behaviour in our

retailers were selected through an open

A 10,000sqm retail area is also being

retail shops and optimising the shop layout,

bidding process that took place between 2006

developed between the airport’s two

we can maximise our commercial revenues,”

and 2007, with Sunrise Duty Free (Shanghai)

terminals. The planning process is ongoing

explained Qu. “We are honoured to be able to

being the main duty free retailer.

and the tender process is scheduled to be

attend TFWA Asia Pacific & GATE ONE2ONE.

“Duty free liquor, tobacco, perfumes and

complete by the end of 2011.

Through this event, we are hoping to learn

UAE

cosmetics have always been the best selling

“In terms of maximising commercial

the latest developments and the future trends

Abu Dhabi Airports Company (ADAC)

categories at Shanghai Pudong Airport. The

revenues, this year we have hired Nigel Dolby,

in the travel retail sector, as well as meeting

Dubai Airports

current retail area in the airport isn’t big

an airport commercial expert from D&H

some potential suppliers.”
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Saudi Arabia

Singapore
Changi Airport Group
The Netherlands
Amsterdam Airport Schiphol

one2one meetings
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ONE2ONE with:
Singapore Changi Airport

Newly opened retail outlets in Changi’s Terminal 3
Departure Transit Mall include Adidas, Denni, Bonia
Natural, Accessorize and Bee Cheng Hiang.

To maximise retail sales, Changi Airport

outlets include Yoghurt Plus and Toastbox

Group believes in creating a vibrant

(Terminal 2 Arrival Hall), Harry’s Bar

shopping environment for consumers and

(Terminal 1 Departure Transit Mall), Italian

an effective operating environment for

gourmet eatery Spageddies, Panapolis Café

its concessionaires. Throughout the year,

& Bakery, Subway and Starbucks (Terminal

Changi has an active array of promotional

3 Departure Transit Mall). Newly opened

activities and tactical retail campaigns

retail outlets include Adidas, Denni, Bonia

aimed at boosting spending by airside

Natural, Accessorize and Bee Cheng Hiang

passengers and drawing public footfall from

(Terminal 3 Departure Transit Mall) and SK

landside visitors. “On top of that, we try to

Jewellery (Terminal 3 Departure Hall).

make our promotions and activities fun and

In February 2011, Changi also celebrated

exciting, so that our visitors can have a great

the opening of The Fashion Gallery in the

time while truly extracting value and savings

Terminal 2 Departure Transit Mall. The

by shopping at Changi,” explained Ivy Wong,

Fashion Gallery is one of the largest fashion

senior vice president, airside concessions,

stores at any airport in the world, carrying

Changi Airport Group. “By doing so, we hope

the most on-trend accessories from bags to

to provide our concessions with valuable

shoes and jewellery – all under one roof.

marketing support they can leverage on to

“Featuring 17 internationally renowned

raise their sales, enabling them to ride the

designer brands, such as Agnes b, Boss,

growth together with us. Our promotions

Bottega Veneta, Cartier, Chloe, Dunhill,

starting in May 2011 – ‘Be a Changi

Loewe, Salvatore Ferragamo, Pandora,

Millionaire’ and ‘Fabulous Fridays’ – are

Swarovski and Yves Saint Laurent, The

Some of the new retail shops arriving at

be over 30 leasing opportunities coming

examples of the innovative promotions we

Fashion Gallery promises the ultimate

Changi Airport over the next few months

up for space at Changi’s Departure

have planned for the year.”

luxurious shopping experience,” said Wong.

include Marc by Marc Jacobs, Longchamp,

Transit Malls, covering a diverse range of

Since the beginning of the year, a number

“Among the impressive portfolio of brands

Hugo Boss, Alfred Dunhill, Salvatore

retail categories including luxury, mid-

of new retail and F&B outlets have arrived

at The Fashion Gallery, Agnes b, Folli Follie,

Ferragamo and Godiva (all in the Terminal 1

priced fashion, specialty brand name

at Changi, further widening and spicing

Loewe and Longchamp made their debut at

Departure Transit Mall).

electronics, as well as various types of

up the retail and dining offer. New F&B

Changi Airport.”

“Over the next three months, there will

F&B offerings,” concluded Wong.
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World-class
brands debut
in Singapore
The myriad of new and returning exhibitors at TFWA Asia Pacific
& GATE ONE2ONE this year once again highlights the importance
of the event in the development strategies of major brands across
all product categories. Here, we profile a further selection of those
companies debuting, or returning after an absence, in 2011.

Pranda Group 01

Butlers 02

Stand A17

Stand Q9

01

Who are you?

Why exhibit now?

Who are you?

Why exhibit now?

Pranda Group operates globally with

As we have received a great response to our

Butlers Chocolates is a family-owned

Over the last few years, we have seen

an integrated jewellery production and

licensed brand, Baldessarini, and our own

company that has been producing luxury

significant growth in our business in Asia

distribution network. With more than

brand, Cai, in the duty free and travel retail

chocolates in Dublin since 1932. The

and the Middle East. We are now at the

38 years’ experience the company has

industry, we are confident that the timing

company makes a wide range of delicious

stage where we feel we are ready to exhibit

progressed into a leading manufacturer

is right to expand further in this market.

assortments, and also supplies chocolate

at TFWA Asia Pacific & GATE ONE2ONE

of branded jewellery – supplying for both

Baldessarini men’s jewellery has proven to

bars and sugar confectionery. The company

– we have a range of products, which

its own brands and other world-renowned

be a great success with brand recognition

has supplied travel retail for over 30 years.

includes some very successful travel retail

brands. The company’s headquarters

worldwide.

In 1998, the company established its own

exclusives, and also a better knowledge and

retail chain – Butlers Chocolate Cafes; there

understanding of the market.

is in Bangkok, Thailand and subsidiary
companies are in key regions of the world,

What are your objectives?

is a flagship store at Dublin Airport. There

such as the US, UK, France, Germany,

Our objective at TFWA Asia Pacific & GATE

are now over 20 Butlers Chocolate

What are your objectives?

Vietnam, Indonesia, India and China.

ONE2ONE is to become one of the leading

Cafes worldwide.

At TFWA Asia Pacific & GATE ONE2ONE,
we are keen to develop relationships with

jewellery companies supplying the duty free

Who buys your products?

and travel retail segment. We aim to expand

Who buys your products?

existing customers and to make contact with

Our development focus is now on our men’s

Baldessarini, Cai, and other brands,

Butlers Chocolates appeal to a wide

potential new customers.

jewellery collection. Last year, we launched

in this industry.

audience. This is due to the wide range of
interesting flavours and recipes available

What is your USP?

in assortment boxes – each box contains

We have built our international business

Baldessarini, the high-end men’s fashion

What is your unique selling point
(USP)?

something for everyone. Each box contains

through travel retail – we really understand

and accessories brand, is aimed towards

We are one of the world’s leading integrated

a delicious mixture of milk, dark and white

the market and the needs of its customers.

trend-oriented, successful men who enjoy

jewellery companies with a worldwide

chocolates. Our chocolates are targeted to

We focus on travel retail in terms of specific

luxury status and a cool, independent,

distribution network. We have a strong

business travellers, holidaymakers, ‘foodies’

NPD, and combine this with working closely

dynamic lifestyle. The other brand is Cai

product development team with years of

and discerning passengers who appreciate

with our customers, listening to their needs

Men, oxidized 925 sterling silver jewellery,

international experience.

luxury chocolates.

and developing strong business plans, and

two men’s jewellery brands to inflight
magazines and it was a success. First,

with a more masculine look.
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02

03

04

Diverse Flavours 03

Gérard Bertrand 04

Stand Q6

Stand B10

Who are you?

Why exhibit now?

Who are you?

Why exhibit now?

Diverse Flavours was founded by Anthony

The Asian consumer’s desire and

Gérard Bertrand has been promoting wines

Duty free and travel retail have become

and Michiko Budd, who over the years have

appreciation of premium wines has been

from the south of France all around the

a priority business target for the Gérard

been very fortunate to have lived on four

increasing for many years. Europe has led

world for more than 20 years. Owner of

Bertrand brand. We are willing to show our

continents and in five countries: the UK,

the way, but the consumer is always looking

six estates among the most prestigious

wines to the most important travel retail

Japan, Korea, Canada and South Africa.

for something different and unique, and we

terroirs of the Languedoc Roussillon, Gérard

companies and potential partners.

Having been inspired by rich cultural

are confident that South Africa is well placed

Bertrand is the undisputed leader in award-

experiences, and now living in beautiful

to offer the consumer in Asia Pacific travel

winning premium wines from the south of

What are your objectives?

South Africa, they decided to start their own

retail new and exciting brand names

France. Among an impressive and enviable

We want to consolidate and develop existing

business to export the diverse tastes and

and experiences.

list of awards and accolades, Gérard

business with Aelia, Dufry Group, northern

Bertrand was named Best Value Winery

European ferry operators, Air France and

delights of South Africa to other countries
where consumers can appreciate the fine

What are your objectives?

from France in 2008. Our broad range of

Lufthansa, as well as build up a worldwide

wines, foods and beverages, and outstanding

To meet with as many operators as possible

outstanding wines is an invitation to discover

travel retail presence with an exclusive

natural beauty that South Africa can offer.

during the show and to introduce them to

the Mediterranean lifestyle.

travel retail oriented brand portfolio of

the profile and taste of seven wonderful

premium estate wines.

Who buys your products?

South African wine estates, to convince

Who buys your products?

Our products are targeted at all sectors of

them to list these products so that their

We sell half of our products to the export

What is your USP?

the travel retail market – airport duty free

consumers may have the opportunity to

market. 8% of our turnover is from duty

Premium wines from the south of France.

shops, airline inflight duty free and onboard

enjoy and appreciate something new,

free and travel retail clients. We target

pouring, cruise and ferry operations, and

exciting and unique.

our products towards high-end shops and

diplomatic operations. We are currently

consumers willing to discover the richness

selling our products to DFS, Korean Air,

What is your USP?

Cathay Pacific and Bangkok Airways, and

The Diverse Flavours portfolio of South

are in talks with numerous operators on

African premium wines offers a unique

expanding their wine ranges with our

variation of regionalism, diversity, history

premium South African wine portfolio.

and taste profiles.

of wines from the south of France.
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Celebratory
Dinner
McG Consultants treated its business partners to
a delicious dinner at the Thanying restaurant at
the Amara Hotel last night.
Retailers KLM, KrisShop, DFASS, Sunrise Duty Free and St Doras Taiwan (consolidator for EVA
and China Airlines) were in attendance, along with suppliers Lladro, Pashma and B+D.
Richard McGratty thanked guests for coming and introduced the new well-being segment of
the business. The latest product in this stable is Margaret Dabbs Shimmer, a 30ml body oil with
fine gold particles that makes for the perfect glamorous travel accessory.
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play time
TFWA Asia
Pacific Bar
Tuesday 17 May to Thursday 19 May
08:00-19:30, Suntec, Level 3
The TFWA Asia Pacific Bar is the ideal

The DFNI

Awards for

Travel Retail
Excellence in

Asia/Pacific

networking location within the venue and

Wednesday 18 May, 19:30
Tuesday 17 May, 19:30

Tanjong Beach Club (Sentosa)

Mandarin Oriental Hotel
The Singapore Swing Party is traditionally
The Pool Party makes a welcome

a highlight of the week. This year

can be found on Level 3 of the Suntec

Tuesday 17 May, 18:00

return, with a stunning new location –

sees a spectacular circus theme, with

Centre. Badge holders can use the Bar for

Suntec Theatre, Level 2

the Mandarin Oriental Hotel. It really

the magic and mystery of the Asian

is the ideal opportunity for some

Circus taking place at the stunning

meetings during breakfast and lunch, and
once the exhibition closes it becomes a

The DFNI Awards for Travel

mid-week relaxation, with delegates

surroundings of the Tanjong Beach

vibrant after-hours venue.

Retail Excellence in Asia/Pacific

to be treated to complimentary

Club and its seafront, poolside terrace.

recognise the achievements of the

massages and a barbecue buffet.

The entertainment promises to be a

Breakfast served from

Asia/Pacific travel retail industry,

Dress code: Casual/Pool wear

combination of traditional and modern

08:00 to 09:30

with awards in several categories

Entrance by invitation only.

performances, which will provide the

decided by a vote open to all

A shuttle service will be available

perfect climax to a busy week of business.

companies operating in the region.

from all major hotels.

Lunch from 11:30 to 15:00

Dress code: Smart (please no jeans,

(last orders at 14:15)
Open to all TFWA Asia Pacific and
Bar from 18:00 to 19:30

GATE ONE2ONE participants.

Badge holders only
Dress code: Business

shorts or flip-flops).

Kindly sponsored by:

P
ML
o

P
ML
o

Come along and relax
at the Pool Party
Enjoy a tasty barbecue buffet
and complimentary massages
helping to make this a perfect
mid-week escape

by

Located in the heart of the city with
a view of the city

A NEW E XPRESSION IN WINE

Entrance by invitation only.
A shuttle service will be available
from all major hotels.

Mandarin Oriental
Marina Square.
5 Raffles Avenue Singapore

Dress code : casual
Entrance by invitation only
A shuttle service will be available
from all major hotels

POOL PARTY
MANDARIN ORIENTAL

TUESDAY 17 MAY 2011 - 19:30

Come along and relax
at the Pool Party
Enjoy a tasty barbecue buffet
and complimentary massages
helping to make this a perfect
mid-week escape
Located in the heart of the city with
a view of the city
Mandarin Oriental
Marina Square.
5 Raffles Avenue Singapore

Dress code : casual
Entrance by invitation only
A shuttle service will be available
from all major hotels

POOL PARTY
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exceeding
Electronics
expectations
The demand for
new and innovative
electronics items in
the Asia Pacific market
continues to grow. A
number of company’s
at this year’s TFWA
Asia Pacific & GATE
ONE2ONE will be
showcasing their
latest products and
strategies, which are
designed to satisfy this
consumer demand.
Ryan Ghee reports.

01

Asia Pacific is widely regarded to
be among the most technically and
electronically advanced regions in
the world and as a result of this,
the consumer expectations tend to
be amplified. In such a competitive
marketplace, innovation plays a key
role as distributors and retailers
aim to establish their product as a
market leader.

savvy and demand the most up-to-date
and on-trend items,” explained Richard
Kennedy, group sales & marketing director,

facility. A separate range of Far East country

shaver range of Philips, with its origin in

Scorpio Distributors (Stand K28). “It is

specific adaptors are also being highlighted.

The Netherlands, is very interesting. People

therefore imperative that all products are

Smith added: “Innovation in electronics

are always looking for the newest and

as advanced and innovative as possible. It

is crucial. Even with our adaptors we are

latest technology in electronics; in the end,

is very important to embrace innovation.

striving to improve and innovate and we

this is what will get people to visit the travel

Consumers are looking for products that are

will be launching an exciting new range of

retail shop.”

multi-functional and reliable.”

adaptors in the coming months.”

In the same vein as its counterparts in the

Among the products that Scorpio is

Braun (Stand E13) is also exhibiting and,

electronics category, Sea & Sky Supply has

presenting in Singapore is the SKROSS range

as well as presenting its latest lines for the

also noted the exceptional performance of

of World Travel Adaptors and USB Chargers.

Asia Pacific market, is also showcasing its

the Asia Pacific region. “We have not really

The range holds many design and function

new all-black exhibition stand and point-of-

experienced a downfall with our customers

patents, including the patented function of

sale concept.

in the Asian region,” van de Kerkhof added.

the all-in-one country slider system.

While highlighting that there are “only small

Referring to the future aims for both this

The Pro+ model is the latest and most

differences” between each of the duty free

year’s TFWA Asia Pacific & GATE ONE2ONE

advanced of the adaptors and it is the

and travel retail regions, Klaus Mellin,

and the long-term aims for the Asia Pacific

world’s first and smallest 3-pole adaptor

Braun global duty free team, explained: “As

region as a whole, both Scorpio’s Kennedy

for travellers from more than 150 countries,

with everywhere else, electric shavers are

and Travel Blue’s Smith also expressed

allowing the user to recharge their electrical

our strongest category also in Asia Pacific

an optimistic outlook. Kennedy explained

device (2-pole or 3-pole) worldwide. The

travel retail.”

that “we are keen to now further expand

SKROSS World USB Charger can also

A selection of travel retail suitable products

our travel retail sales business within Asia

charge all USB devices worldwide thanks

from the company’s range of electric

Pacific both by expanding our distribution

to the four integrated Australia/China, USA/

shavers, epilators, trimmers, stylers,

and increasing listings with existing

Japan, UK and Euro plug standards.

hair care products and Braun Oral-B

customers”, while Smith added that “if we

toothbrushes are being presented, with a

can show the same or a bigger increase in

‘Positive growth’

particular focus on the new Silk-épil 7 Dual

distribution as a result of the exhibition this

Travel Blue (Stand D1) is also exhibiting

Epilator and the Silk-épil Bikini Styler.

year compared to last year, then we will be

at this year’s show on the back of another

Mellin continued: “Our aim is to roll out our

very pleased”.

successful year, particularly in the Asia

new point-of sale concept to as many duty

Pacific market. Jonathan Smith, the

free and travel retail shops as possible, as we

company’s head of travel retail, explained:

have experienced the positive sales results

“Generally, across our whole range of travel

generated by the new Braun displays.”

accessories, the Asia Pacific region has

02
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04

03

“Consumers in this region are very techno-

given us positive growth over other slower

Product diversity

regions. We are very pleased with the results

A diverse selection of electronics items

since, and as a result of, the last Singapore

is also being displayed on the Sea & Sky

show in 2010.”

Supply stand (Stand N26), ranging from the

Also satisfying the traveller’s need for

Philips Personal Care range to Cloudz travel

worldwide travel adaptors, Travel Blue

comfort accessories.

is presenting a range of items, including

Rianne van de Kerkhof, business unit

European, American, British and Worldwide

manager, said: “For the Asian customer, it

adaptors, available in various versions, as

is preferable to offer products that are not

well as an ‘all-in-one’ edition, including a USB

‘made in China’. Therefore, the high-end

01 As well as presenting the new
Silk-épil 7 Dual Epilator and the
Silk-épil Bikini Styler, Braun is also
showcasing its new all-black stand
and a new point-of-sale concept.
02 Travel Blue is presenting a range of
items, including European, American,
British and Worldwide adaptors, as
well as an ‘all-in-one’ edition.
03 Kennedy: “Consumers in this region
are very techno-savvy and demand the
most up-to-date and on-trend items.”
04 Sea & Sky Supply is presenting a
variety of electronics items, ranging
from the Philips Personal Care range
to Cloudz travel comfort accessories.
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Spirit of success
The importance of
creating memorable
and engaging moments
that allow consumers
to truly enjoy a
brand experience in
travel retail is well
established. Many
of the leading liquor
brands participating
at TFWA Asia Pacific
& GATE ONE2ONE are
engaging and educating
the consumer with
in-store promotions
and activations. Ross
Falconer reports.
According to Generation Research
figures, the wine and spirits category
worldwide grew by +16% in 2010, with
Asia Pacific airports leading this sales
growth with a +27% increase. While the
region is currently facing the aftermath
of natural disaster, the general
consensus is that the long-term outlook
for the category remains positive.
Strong passenger growth and innovative
promotions are driving footfall.

01

01 The 2011 Rugby World Cup, taking place in New
Zealand in September, has provided an exciting platform
for 42Below, which will be inviting consumers to visit the
rugby obsessed 42Belowland – an exciting promotion that
will bring to life the world of 42Below. “The promotion
will be supported with unique campaign visuals,
sampling opportunities, a Limited Edition bottle and a
Music CD GWP featuring the music of 42Belowland,”
said Aude Rocourt, travel retail director for Asia Pacific,
Bacardi Global Travel Retail Division.
02 Violaine Creuzé, international travel retail manager,
Torres: “It is very important to dedicate time to training
and tasting to be sure that duty free sales people can
pass on our philosophy and then educate and advise the
customer about our wines.”
03 Edward Mirana, regional marketing manager – Asia
Pacific, Diageo GTME: “We’ve found that by creating really
engaging activations that positively ‘interrupt’ the passenger
on their journey, give them the opportunity to engage with
the brand, to sample it and educate them on the brand with
specially trained Brand Ambassadors, we create interest,
footfall and ultimately conversion into sales.”

02
wouldn’t be able to create the necessary

successful in demystifying the category,

scale and depth of engaging activations on

educating consumers and shoppers and

our world-class stable of brands that we’ve

driving sales, so the concept is being rolled

created over the past year and which we

out globally,” Mirana added.

intend to continue this year,” said Edward
Mirana, regional marketing manager – Asia

Promotions and sampling

Pacific, Diageo GTME.

The Asia Pacific region has provided solid

Diageo’s ‘Walk with Giants’ campaign

growth for Bacardi Global Travel Retail

for Johnnie Walker Black Label Blended

(Stand D22), with India and China showing

Scotch Whisky ran from April to June 2010.

the highest growth, followed by Malaysia,

It developed momentum to reach 50 key

Singapore and Thailand. “We all have a

locations across Asia Pacific, including

vested interest in creating strong consumer

Rémy Cointreau Global Travel Retail (Stand

Bangkok, Taipei, Singapore, Hong Kong,

experiences – and should all partner on

P22) has a very well established educational

Seoul, Shanghai and Auckland. “With 225,000

the investment and delivery,” commented

and promotional platform, Heart of Cognac,

shoppers directly participating in a highly

Aude Rocourt, travel retail director for Asia

which has been rolled out in travel retail

engaging shopper experience, the activation

Pacific, Bacardi Global Travel Retail Division.

worldwide and has contributed enormously

delivered a huge leap in the level of Trinity

In June 2010, Bacardi ran a joint promotion

to increased sales of its Rémy Martin Fine

partnership across the region, making it one

with Bénédictine and DFS at Singapore

Champagne Cognac by volume and also

of the largest scale travel retail campaigns in

Changi Airport. The promotion was created

by value. “As people learn more about

Asia Pacific,” explained Mirana.

to commemorate the 500th anniversary of

the heritage of Rémy Martin, its excellent

Other activations include a Johnnie

Bénédictine, which coincided with the 50th

quality and the diversity and intensity of

Walker Blue Label Blended Scotch Whisky

anniversary of DFS. Each terminal’s main

aromas for which it is famous, they are often

promotion activated in key locations

DFS departure shop featured a specially

persuaded to trade up to a more premium

including Korea, Bangkok and Singapore,

branded Bénédictine Mix-It Bar, where

expression in the portfolio,” explained Peter

while one of Diageo’s most successful

consumers were able to sample Bénédictine

Sant, managing director, Rémy Cointreau

initiatives has been its Malt Whisky Flavour

cocktails – Big Ben, Be Pamplemousse, and

Global Travel Retail. “Louis XIII, the epitome

Mapping Category Solution, which it piloted

Milk and Honey. The ‘Sensory Experience

of luxury, provides a focus for our brand in

in Sydney. “This has proved to be very

Station’ in Terminal 1 invited consumers

major airports and our new Rémy Martin
Centaure de Diamant travel retail exclusive
adds a fresh dimension.”
It is clear that the leading brands recognise
the importance of a proactive partnership
approach. Diageo (Stand F30) works
very closely with travel retail operators
and airport authorities on promotional
activations. “Without their support we

03
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to discover the legacy of Bénédictine while
learning about the 27 herbs and spices in its
secret recipe.
“In 2011, we have some new and exciting
promotions, including the Dewar’s World

04

of Discovery programme, launching in
conjunction with National Geographic and
being rolled-out across Asia starting in June,”
said Rocourt. “The campaign will engage with
travellers through large-scale theatre creating
an emotional connection with our consumers.
The consumer journey will include a bespoke
display that will allow consumers the
opportunity to sample the smooth, rounded
taste of Dewar’s and be given the chance to
win an expedition of a lifetime.”
The Bacardi Mojito RTS (Ready to
Serve) promotion also launches
in Asia Pacific this month.
Education and sampling, relevant and
useful gift-with-purchase offers, impactful
displays and custom-designed programmes
tailored to individual retailer and consumer
needs continue to be effective. According
to Jason Nussbaum, international brand
manager, Patrón Spirits (Stand H31): “Our
most successful in-store promotions are
those where all parties – the retailer, the
airport, and us – come together to design
an initiative that brings true value and
excitement to the consumer.”
Patrón is increasing its focus on Patrón XO
Café, its ultra-premium coffee liqueur made
with Patrón tequila. It has quickly become
05

the fastest-growing product in the Patrón
portfolio, achieving triple-digit percentage
growth in travel retail sales last year.
“We value our close relationships with our

from the Asia Pacific region this week,” said

interest in wines. South Africa will benefit

about their unique requirements and are

partners, and work together with them to

Margaret Taylor, managing director, Harston

from this increase and will offer a new

looking to bring exciting new products to

design programmes beneficial to each of us.

Cellars. “We also see a niche for our wines

exciting range of products for the consumer

each operator.”

For example, in March and April we worked

for inflight pouring and received an excellent

to try and experience,” commented Anthony

Torres (Stand D5) recognises the importance

with DFS in Singapore Changi to create a

response at the ARC Conference in Macau

Budd, managing director, Diverse Flavours.

of educating consumers about its wines.

‘Mixit Bar Promo’ with Patrón ambassadors

earlier this year; and indeed for pouring and

The company has supplied the first South

“In travel retail many people are looking

sampling our tequilas and Patrón XO Cafe,

sales onboard cruise ships.”

African wine to Korean Air Cyber Shop –

for famous brands or top-end wines. It is

and GWP offers. Our initial rollout of Patrón

Diverse Flavours (Stand Q6), which has a

Hidden Valley Secret – a Rhone blend that

a good strategy to push the upper range in

XO Cafe at DFS Singapore generated very

portfolio of South African premium wines, is

has added a new wine sector to its already

order to build prestige and let people know

impressive results, and now we’ve gained

seeing wine consumption continue to grow

impressive portfolio. Budd added: “We have

about the different categories of wines we

listings with this product at DFS’ North

in most countries, with South African wine

been working with DFS to supply a range of

are producing,” commented Violaine Creuzé,

American airports too,” explained Nussbaum.

seeing steady and improved growth. “In

differentiated products from three different

international travel retail manager, Torres.

Rémy Cointreau has excellent relationships

2011, wine consumption should see a steady

production regions. We are currently selling

Having good visibility, on-shelf placement and

with duty free retailers all over the

increase, particularly in those countries

two wines from Deetlef’s in Breedekloof,

interactive promotions can be vital to stand

world, with which it has collaborated on

where per capita consumption remains

three wines from Avondale in Paarl, and two

out from the competition. Ensuring staff are

many successful activations such as the

low but where a growing middle class

wines from Hidden Valley in Stellenbosch.

well trained and knowledgeable about your

Cointreaupolitain tasting bars, the Rémy

is increasing their wine knowledge, and

We are talking to many other operators

products is also extremely important.

Martin VSOP Frozen, the latest Mount Gay
Rum Eclipse Black ‘yacht’ and the unique

04 Diverse Flavours has supplied the
first South African wine to Korean Air
Cyber Shop – Hidden Valley Secret – a
Rhone blend that has added a new wine
sector to its already impressive portfolio.

Louis XIII platform. According to Sant,
all of these have either met or exceeded
expectations. “The recent ‘Kingdom of Louis
XIII’ promotion in Charles de Gaulle with

05 According to Jason Nussbaum,
international brand manager, Patrón
Spirits: “Our most successful in-store
promotions are those where all parties
– the retailer, the airport, and us – come
together to design an initiative that
brings true value and excitement to
the consumer.”

Aelia and in Hong Kong with Sky Connection
brought the brand unsurpassed profile and
boosted sales through association with this
supreme Cognac,” he said.

Engaging the consumer
There continue to be exciting opportunities

06 Peter Sant, managing director, Rémy
Cointreau Global Travel Retail: “The
recent ‘Kingdom of Louis XIII’ promotion
in Charles de Gaulle with Aelia and in
Hong Kong with Sky Connection brought
the brand unsurpassed profile and
boosted sales through association with
this supreme Cognac.”

for growth in Asia Pacific. Harston Cellars
(Stand P24) is a new company, with a strong
portfolio of wines. Its goal for 2011 is to slowly
and strategically build distribution for its wines
in key airport shops globally. “We received an
excellent response at the recent Duty Free
Show of the Americas and are now looking
forward to tasting the wines with buyers
26 – TFWA DAILY

06

07

07 Distilleria Bottega’s new Alexander
Grappa with an Italian flag inside to
celebrate 150 years of Italian Unity.
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Harston Cellars’ Taylor said: “It’s very

that it’s an unexpected ‘extra’, not part of the

holiday experiences. The promotion

even loyalty – maybe the wine brands need

important to engage with the consumer and

core brand proposition,” said Mirana. “We

will be supported with sampling bars at

to learn from this,” he said.

that may be through tastings and samplings.

see ‘gifting’ as a real growth opportunity.

participating airports with delicious 42Below

Patrón focuses heavily on sampling,

We would also recommend the use of

Through our own extensive consumer and

cocktails served in a trophy,” said Rocourt.

impactful displays and relevant GWP. It

wine cards with our wines, with a short

shopper research we know that there is

Distilleria Bottega (Stand J9) is focusing on

believes that GWP only work if consumers

explanation about the wine and the awards/

a real opportunity to build on this reason

tasting initiatives with dedicated personnel

actually want and need the gift. “We’ve

points given to that particular wine.”

to purchase. Gifting is about maximising

where possible, and gift-with-purchase

designed our GWP’s to be immediately

Bache-Gabrielsen/Dupuy Cognac (Stand Q5)

the gifting occasions of our consumers,

promotions using Murano glass products.

relevant for travellers – for example, we

believes this engagement of the consumer

be they seasonal like Chinese New Year or

Sandro Bottega, president, described GWP

offer laptop cases, passport holders, cooler

is a good opportunity to show its creativity

Christmas, or a business or personal gift.”

as very important, with the potential for 50%

bags, personalised luggage tags and travel

in terms of packaging and product creation.

Bacardi’s Rocourt agrees that GWP should

growth during promotional periods. “You

bags,” said Nussbaum.

Aristide Chevaillé, Asia sales manager,

add value, but not be the main driver for

must choose something that the consumer

The key message appears to be that

Cognac Bache-Gabrielsen and Dupuy,

consumer purchases. Its 42Below vodka

likes and that is strongly linked to the

the more your brand interacts with the

said: “We are a family-owned house with

brand will be introducing a number of

product category or product consumption,”

consumer, the more likely they will feel

old stocks of Cognac and contact with

unique GWP promotions in the coming year.

he advised.

confident to buy. The exciting new launches

many small distillers. This enables us to

“With every 2-bottle 42Below purchase,

Diverse Flavours’ Budd agrees that GWP

and promotions being undertaken by many

produce many different products, such as

consumers will receive their own 42Below

can motivate the consumer and is looking

of the liquor brands exhibiting at TFWA Asia

Single Vintage, Single Estate, 100% Folle

trophy – which also acts as a drinking vessel

at such initiatives. “The spirits brands have

Pacific & GATE ONE2ONE are encouraging

Blanche and Full Proof Cognac. We want to

– which they can customise for themselves

very effectively used bags and other gifts-

consumer engagement, driving footfall into

communicate this and let the consumer know

or their friends based on humorous

with-purchase to drive brand choice and

stores and ultimately increasing sales.

that by choosing our products, they can treat
themselves with a unique experience.”
He also explained that gifting is very
important in Asia: “Of course we work
on some projects like a bottle with free
miniatures and glasses.”

GWP initiatives
Gifts-with-purchase are a well-established
tool within travel retail designed to create
consumer interest and increase sales.
Diageo believes it’s important that they
aren’t over-used to the point where they’re
expected by consumers. “In Asia Pacific
we’re reviewing our use of GWP to ensure

28 – TFWA DAILY

08

09

08 Margaret Taylor, managing director,
Harston Cellars: "We would like to work with
operators and convince them to allocate more
space for wines as they see the upward trend
in sales, especially for the more premium
wines, and introduce EuroCaves or other wine
cabinets for the top-end wines. We want to
get involved to help train the retail sales staff
about our wines, as we think this is crucial to
successful sales."
09 Aristide Chevaillé, Asia sales manager,
Cognac Bache-Gabrielsen and Dupuy: “We
are improving our sales in Asia and we now
want to enter the duty free market in the
region. We have recently developed some
high-end ranges and limited editions, which
are very exclusive and could fit perfectly
within travel retail.”
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01
02

Faced with various
threats and challenges
in recent times,
the tobacco sector
of travel retail has
continued to derive
strength from relative
adversity. As the sector
remains admirably
robust, and as sales
continue to grow,
tobacco companies
are now showing a
renewed desire to
enhance the overall
consumer experience.
Ryan Ghee reports.

Dissanayaka
“in the European
duty free
segment we
predominantly
list products
with natural
tobacco (not
flavoured),
whereas
flavoured
product takes
prominence in
Asian duty free
markets.”
30 – TFWA DAILY

Exquisite
consumer
experience
As a key footfall driver in travel retail,
the +5.6% increase in global duty
free tobacco sales in 2010 provided
a positive message of strength and
positivity from a sector that has faced
more than its fair share of obstacles
over the course of the last few years.
As tobacco companies now aim to
further build on this positive platform,
providing a memorable consumer
experience has been placed at the
heart of a number of strategies.

targeted is also another vital aspect of J.
Cortes Cigars’ strategy. Dissanayaka said:
“The product will not sell itself unless it

03

fits into the traveller’s value continuum
based on his or her local and regional
perceptions. We have to understand this
and deploy different product and marketing
strategies to each country or region.
“For instance, in the European duty free
segment we predominantly list products
with natural tobacco (not flavoured),
whereas flavoured product takes
prominence in Asian duty free markets.”

“Although innovation is often associated with

At this year’s TFWA Asia Pacific & GATE

new product development, it does not always

ONE2ONE, J. Cortes Cigars is presenting

have to come with new products,” explained

its three major brands – J Cortes,

Tissa Dissanayaka, export manager – Asia

Neos and Amigos. In keeping with the

Pacific and Middle East, J. Cortes Cigars

demands of the Asia Pacific consumer,

(Stand F10). “In the cigar industry it is ‘the

the Neos brand, which is available in

experience’ that we need to innovate.”

a variety of aromas, sizes, packages

According to Dissanayaka, the company is

and formats, is taking centre stage.

focusing on enhancing the experience in

Imperial Tobacco (Stand J1) is also

a variety of ways. As well as introducing

exhibiting its latest products and concepts

new products and flavours, new display

at this year’s show and the company

methods, use of promotions, different

provides another example of the sector’s

product sizes and innovative packaging

desire to provide the consumer with an

concepts are among the ways in which a

outstanding shopping experience.

memorable experience can be crafted.

In addition to the Multi-touch displays

Ensuring that the products on offer appeal

in airport shops, Holocubes and other

specifically to the market that is being

showcasing tools have been introduced

01 Delbecque: “For Europeans in this category,
the packaging is not the most important
factor. People in Europe more go for a brand,
while Asians are attracted to brand, but also
to exclusive and limited packaging.”
02 Imperial tobacco is running special competitions
to promote the latest tobacco products in its
portfolio. Among these new products is the Gauloises
Cube Special Edition and the Davidoff Book Edition.
03 As well as introducing new products and flavours,
J. Cortes Cigars is also using new display methods,
use of promotions, different product sizes and
innovative packaging concepts to craft a memorable
consumer experience.

tobacco feature
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to engage travellers. Kris Kang, trade

05

marketing manager duty free, Asia Pacific,
Middle East & Africa, Imperial Tobacco
(Asia), explained: “To support the new
Davidoff Book Edition, we will be running
a promotion in key airports using a touchscreen mechanism to both engage and
entertain passengers. Participants are
invited to answer up to nine questions
from three categories – Travel, Fashion &

05 Omé Menthol (4mg)
is the latest addition
to the Omé superslims
range, which also
includes Omé (6mg)
and Omé Yellow (3mg).

Design, and Davidoff – within one minute.
Every participant receives a special
Davidoff item as an instant gift and is
entered into the prize draw for a 10-day
shopping trip and fashion show in New
York.” Imperial Tobacco is also running
the ‘Packing My Suitcase’ competition
for Gauloises, which also engages
consumers via a touch-screen innovation.
As well as the new Davidoff Book Edition
and Gauloises Cube Special Edition, a
broad range of global premium tobacco

04

products and brands are being showcased
this week. Among them are Davidoff

airports across the Asia Pacific region in Q3

Cigarettes, Gauloises Blondes, West and

this year, as will the new Kent Convertible,

rolling tobaccos from Golden Virginia

following its success in South Korea. The

and Drum. In addition, regional cigarette

latter features a menthol capsule in the

trademarks such as Lambert & Butler

filter, which the consumer can crush

and Superkings are also on show.

anytime during the smoking experience
to get a refreshing menthol taste.

Premium experience

Justinus Nurman, head of operational

British American Tobacco (BAT) (Stand

marketing for BAT Global Travel Retail

HS27) is highlighting its upcoming travel

Asia-Pacific, said: “Throughout 2011, we will

retail launches for Dunhill and Kent. Dunhill

continue to provide the premium shopping

Swiss Blend will be launched in selected

experience in travel retail, which BAT is

32 – TFWA DAILY

04 Nurman:
“Throughout 2011, we
will continue to provide
the premium shopping
experience in travel
retail, which BAT is
known for – both with
respect to our adult
consumers and our
customers. We will
continue to innovate and
provide new offers.”

06 Exhibiting for
the first time at
TFWA Asia Pacific
& GATE ONE2ONE,
Scandinavian Tobacco
Group is introducing
its Café Crème Filter
and Flavour products,
including the new
Vanilla Honeyswirl,
Espresso Rumtwist
and Caramel Cream
flavours.
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known for – both with respect to our adult

Adding to the strong line-up of tobacco

consumers and our customers. We will

companies, Agio Cigars (Stand F5) is

continue to innovate and provide new offers.”

also presenting its range of Agio Tip,

Narita International Airport provides an

Mehari’s, Panter and Balmoral cigars,

instance of ways in which the consumer

with the Balmoral Dominican Selection

experience has been targeted as a key

Churchill Tubos being introduced to the

part of the company’s successful strategy.

Asia Pacific market for the first time.

“The latest smoking lounge in Narita is

While the company deploys a global

a good example of our efforts to ensure

marketing strategy, Hans Rijfkogel, export

adult consumers can enjoy their smoking

manager, disclosed that “depending on

moments in a pleasant environment

the market situation, the approach can be

and includes an interactive ‘discovery

slightly different.” In addition to offering

wall’, which provides useful travellers’

high quality products, “close cooperation

information,” Nurman explained.

with retailers, tailor-made promotions and

As the company looks to further build on

innovative product introductions are, in

its success in travel retail, the strategic

our opinion, ways to attract consumers”.

approach comprises a global strategy

Karelia (Stand G1) is also showcasing

with minor regional distinctions. “The

its latest innovations, in terms of both

BAT marketing strategy for travel retail

products and display units. The latest

doesn’t differ much from region to region

addition to the successful Omé superslims

given our general focus on serving our

range, Omé Menthol (4mg), has proved to

travelling adult consumers. Despite

be very successful since its introduction

their different nationalities, we find that

and while it is already available in more

travellers’ behaviour in travel retail share

than thirty international duty free and

similarities. Of course, specific cultural

domestic markets, it will soon be introduced

patterns should be observed where a certain

to the domestic market in Japan.

group of nationalities is more dominant in a

Custom-designed merchandising

particular region or airport,” Nurman added.

units, which have been developed to

Gryson (Stand F10), meanwhile, adopts a

support the brand’s image building

different approach and in order to satisfy

in duty free and travel retail outlets,

the Asian consumer, Louis Delbecque,

are also being presented.

export manager, explained that a unique
approach is implemented in the region.

United front

“For the Asian market we concentrate

While the dedication of tobacco companies

more on the blend with a wide aromatic

to offering an unforgettable shopping

tobacco choice like vanilla and cherry, and

and smoking experience to the adult

also a luxury attractive packaging,” he

traveller is evident, this commitment to

said. “For Europeans in this category, the

the consumer comes amid a backdrop

packaging is not the most important factor.

of significant threats, which have

People in Europe more go for a brand,

threatened to derail the consistently

while Asians are attracted to brand, but

strong performance of the category.

also to exclusive and limited packaging.”

While the global economic downturn had an

As Gryson aims to increase the availability

inevitable impact on the sector, the threat

of its products both in the Asian duty

to sales has been further exacerbated by

free and domestic markets, the main

the stance of the World Health Organization

brand that the company is promoting in

(WHO) on duty free tobacco sales.

Singapore this week is Domingo – premium

In addition to calls – in the EU in particular

hand rolling tobacco, which is available

– for a display ban to be introduced on

in more than 60 countries worldwide. In
order to further the appeal of its duty free
products, Gryson has recently invested in
an innovative duty free packaging concept
and included in this is the duty free
exclusive Domingo metal 5-pack box.
New exhibitor Scandinavian Tobacco
Group (Stand D6) is also using TFWA
Asia Pacific & GATE ONE2ONE as the
launchpad for its new range of Café
Crème Filter and Flavour products.
“The Scandinavian Tobacco Group research
and development department put a lot
of effort and innovation into the Filter
and Flavour project with a remarkable
result,” said Dick Noordzij, the company’s
international business manager. These
efforts have culminated in the introduction of
Vanilla Honeyswirl, Espresso Rumtwist and
Caramel Cream to the Café Crème Family.
Noordzij added: “The new range of Café
Crème Filters and Flavours are specially
designed for both males and females, for
global travel retail and domestic markets

06

outside Europe. The major reason is that
Filter and Flavour are more appreciated
outside the EU than within it.”
TFWA DAILY – 33
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tobacco products, a WHO Working Group

tobacco buyers will spend 2.5 times that

ETRC (European Travel Retail Council)

threats from various anti-smoking

has been established to examine the

amount on other product categories.”

are playing a key role in representing

lobbying groups including the impending

use of price and taxation to reduce the

In order to safeguard duty free

the interests of travel retail.”

restrictions by the WHO. The effective

demand for tobacco. The Tobacco Free

tobacco sales and the wider travel

Highlighting his agreement with the

way to face this threat is a united effort to

Initiative’s Technical Report on Taxation

retail industry, he explained that “it is

industry’s stance, Agio Cigars’ Rijfkogel

counter these challenges and the effective

Policies of Tobacco Products also recently

necessary that the tobacco industry

also added his weight to the importance of

and timely sharing of information.”

claimed that duty free tobacco sales

works united to protect the category”.

“speaking with one voice”, while Gryson’s

undermine national taxation policies.

“It is also very important,” Kang added,

Delbecque added: “It’s very important that

Positioned for growth

Naturally, this is a claim that has been

“to work together with partners from

all players should unite and fight this.”

While the challenges to duty free tobacco

wholly refuted by the industry and the

other sectors against unreasonable

As the discussions on the future regulation

sales are ongoing, the sector still has every

general consensus is that travel retail

or disproportionate regulation.”

of duty free tobacco sales continue, the

reason to remain optimistic. Last year’s

must unite in order to protect both the

Accepting that “we understand the role

next round of negotiations on the Illicit

+5.6% increase in global duty free sales

integrity and future of the sector.

that regulation plays in regulating the

Trade Protocol are scheduled for early

has been followed up with a strong start

Imperial Tobacco’s Kang said: “Duty free

industry”, BAT’s Nurman also reiterated

2012. In the meantime, as J. Cortes Cigars’

to 2011. Furthermore, in the Asia Pacific

retailing provides a valuable source of

the importance of protecting the sector

Dissanayaka explained, the industry must

region in particular, taking into account

commercial income for airports. Any

against these external threats. “We

act to ensure that the threats don’t result

the +22.1% increase in sales experienced

reduction in retail revenue caused by

believe, however, that duty free sales are

in any form of consumer confusion.

in 2010, the clearly united tobacco sector

regulations (such as a tobacco display

a legitimate part of our industry and that

“The biggest challenge is uncertainty,” said

is well positioned to continue to exploit the

ban) will impact airport operations

reasonable regulation should be applied.

Dissanayaka, explaining that “uncertainty

various opportunities for further growth

and economic development.

We also acknowledge the importance of

is the biggest killer of confidence”.

in order to both boost sales and provide

“Tobacco is a key driver of sales in

the challenges towards duty free being

“The air of uncertainty prevails over

an outstanding consumer experience.

airport duty free shops. A significant

addressed by all the key stakeholders in

regulations, interpretations, duty free

number of those that do buy tobacco

the travel retail industry. In this respect,

tobacco allowance, display and promotion.

also make purchases of other product

regional associations such as APTRA (Asia

“It is very important that we make a

categories. According to market research,

Pacific Travel Retail Association) and the

concerted effort in facing these imminent

07
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07 Agio Cigars is focusing on the Balmoral Dominican
Selection Churchill Tubos at this year’s show, while the
latest Agio Tip, Mehari’s, Panter and Balmoral cigars are
also being showcased.
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Rakhita Jayawardena, president, King Power
Traveler Company: “The morning’s conference
and workshops are the best they have ever
been. The speakers were absolutely brilliant.”

Buyer
feedback

Manu Prabhudas Patel, deputy chief executive,
Motibhai Group of Companies: “This is the
first time I have come to the show and as
a concessionaire for an airport in Fiji, the
conference has provided me with some useful
information. I am looking forward to discovering
new brands at the show, especially from
fragrance and confectionery suppliers.”

Christina Leung, department director
(fashion & accessories), King Power Group
(Hong Kong): “The session with Christian
Blanckaert was very good. The point he
made about luxury I found to be very true.
He’s an expert from the very top so he
really knows how it works. His insight on
India – that it’s coming but it’s not there just
yet – is also something that I agree with. I
was really impressed with what he
talked about.”

Paul Topping, CEO, The Wine Man
Sri Lanka and director special
projects, Heinemann Asia Pacific:
“I have been coming to this show
for over 15 years and my home
town is Sri Lanka. The conference
got off to a great start with some
provocative comments. It is busy,
which is a good sign, and the
opening cocktail was also
very enjoyable.”

Fraser Dunlop, global head of food, World
Duty Free & Aldeasa: “The first session
really highlighted the opportunities for
the next few years. Some of the figures
and statistics that were presented were
amazing. There has been a lot of talk about
opportunity so the next step is now to talk
about what we are going to do.”
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Exhibitor
addendum
Fashion & Accessories

K9 – Fratelli Rossetti
Via Cantu 24
20015 Parabiago (MI)
Italy
Tel:.......................................... +33 6 07 45 82 71
E-mail:.................................... sophie.weber@rossetti.it
Web:........................................ www.fratellirossetti.com
Contact:................................... Giovanni Bonatti - General Manager, Worldwide
Sophie Weber - Area Manager, Asia/Travel Retail

Jewellery & Gifts

E02 – AM International
Ringstrasse 2
61476 Kronberg
Germany
Tel:.......................................... +49 172 6872901
E-mail:.................................... wolf@am-international.de
Web:........................................ www.am-international.de
Contact:................................... Wolf Ayen - Managing Director, Worldwide excl. Americas
Klaus Mellin - Director, Worldwide excl. Americas
Victor Garcia - Vice President (CTI International Group), Americas

A29 – Elle (Topbrands)
Topbrands (HK) Ltd
Suite 703 7/F, Harbour Centre Tower II
8 Hok Cheung Street
Hunghum
Kowloon
Hong Kong
Tel:.......................................... +852 2362 6300
E-mail:.................................... tammy@elle-time.com, info@elle-time.com
Web:........................................ www.elle-time.com, www.ellejewelry.com
Contact:................................... Tammy Gorali - Sales, Worldwide
Kim Chen - Sales, Worldwide
Guido Jenniges - Sales Representative, Worldwide

Wine & Spirits

P02 – Douglas Laing & Co Ltd
18 Lynedoch Crescent
Glasgow G3 6EQ
United Kingdom
Tel:.......................................... +44 141 333 9242
Fax:......................................... +44 141 333 9245
E-mail:.................................... fred.laing@douglaslaing.com
Web:........................................ www.douglaslaing.com
Contact:................................... Fred Laing - Joint Managing Director, Global Duty Free
Stewart Laing - Joint Managing Director, Europe/Far East
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Limited edition
Stolichnaya

Wings of Fantasy is the final chapter
in the ‘Beyond Nature’ trilogy
jewellery collection. Created by
artistic director Nathalie Colin, it
is designed to express her vision
of a natural world that is artistic,
mysterious, rhythmic and ornamental.

SPI Group is unveiling Stolichnaya

be well received around the world.”

The collection is divided into two

4 Elements at TFWA Asia Pacific &

During May, Stolichnaya 4 Elements is being

themes: ‘Cabinet of Dreams’ and

GATE ONE2ONE, following which it

introduced to Ben Gurion International

‘Mysterious Disguise’. The former

will be rolled out to Thailand, South

Airport, Tel Aviv and through World Duty

is made up of delicate jewellery

Korea, Malaysia and Taipei.

Free in 11 UK airports, including London

pieces sitting alongside majestic

The launch of the limited edition

Heathrow, Manchester and Bristol.

jewels, and the pieces include the

Stolichnaya 4 Elements in Beirut in April
increased sales of original Stoli Red

People necklace, which features the

Stand N22

sophisticated and refined Pontiage

sevenfold. The travel retail exclusive,

technique. Each crystal is encircled

designed by Yuri Gorbachev, made

by crystal sequins or briolettes

its debut in Phoenicia-Aer Rianta.

with Aurora Borealis highlights.

It was promoted with an eye-catching

The Mysterious Disguise theme,

circular bar and POS in departures and

meanwhile, comprises pieces with

light boxes and branded merchandise
in arrivals. Stolichnaya bartenders
and hostesses offered samples of
four newly created Stoli cocktails.
Jean-Philippe Aucher, global duty free
and travel retail director, SPI Group,
said: “We are thrilled with the success

Crystal
clear
elegance

of Stolichnaya 4 Elements in Beirut, the

“mysterious colours, dramatic shaded
tones, and dark flashes of light”.
The new Hello Kitty collection has
been designed to create fresh and
unique interpretations of the iconic
brand through jewellery pieces,
charms, accessories and figurines.
The range includes seven necklaces

increase in sales clearly demonstrates

and pendants and many pieces offer an

consumer demand for innovative and

Swarovski is presenting its latest

interplay of delicate chains. Hello Kitty’s

original offerings such as this. Gorbachev’s

ranges at TFWA Asia Pacific & GATE

face appears on each creation either

eye-catching design for original Stoli

ONE2ONE, which include the ‘Wings

alone or with icons from her world, such

Red and the theatre of creating cocktails

of Fantasy’ Swarovski Collection Fall/

as bows, flowers, stars and apples.

in-store captured the imagination of

Winter 2011-2012 and the launch of the

the public and we are confident it will

company’s first Hello Kitty collection.

Stand E30

Skagen flying high

Eyecatching
style

nylon and is already available onboard more
than 30 major airlines.
Also in the Tintamar Fluo range is the Magic
Bag, which folds away into a tight sheath, as
well as the Bag & Co set, which comprises
bags of decreasing sizes to pack brushes
and hair accessories, underwear, plugs and
adaptors, make-up and jewellery.
Edith Petit, chairman and creative director,

Skagen Designs’ (Stand K18) Hanis Jamaluddin, business development & project manager; Anita Jensen, commercial
director; and Anne Trads Hansen, marketing director, alongside TFWA Daily publisher Ian Hill. The company is showcasing
its latest watches, sunglasses and jewellery pieces, with a focus on expanding its inflight listings. As well as the new Hiro
Collection designed by world-renowned designer Hiromichi Konno, the latest lines from the Stretch Mesh, Ultra Slim and
Ceramic collections are also being showcased.
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Tintamar is presenting the Fluo collection of

said: “The bright summer colours of

bags in luminous pink, orange, yellow, blue and

Tintamar Fluo are so fresh and youthful.

white at TFWA Asia Pacific & GATE ONE2ONE.

They make a crazy departure from our

Among the items is the Very Intelligente

standard palette of primary, natural and

Pocket, a clutch bag with nine pockets,

floral colours, which is great fun. This is a

which can be used to carry essential items

limited edition but has unlimited appeal.”

like keys, passport and wallet.
The unisex item is made from high quality

Stand H10

new products

Aussie
jewels
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Sydney-based Wellington Jeweller is

mother of pearl or pearls. All products

introducing the Pica LéLa Flowers collection

come with complementary packaging

at TFWA Asia Pacific & GATE ONE2ONE. The

suitable for inflight duty free, cruise

new range offers the travel retail market

liners, retail shops, downtown duty free or

jewellery pieces with original designs and

department stores.

earthy hues, such as yellow, orange and red.

Wellington Jeweller is exhibiting on the

This is coupled with the dramatic stylisation

back of the company securing eight

of nature with sculptural shapes and

new listings in the region. Pica LéLa

coloured crystals.

has recently been accepted onboard six

The sunflower design includes pieces of

carriers in the Middle East and Asia –

‘Clytie’, inspired by the Greek mythological

Kuwait Airways, EVA Airways, AirAsia,

story of a nymph in love with Helios, God of

Cebu Pacific Air, Air Niugini and Air

the Sun. Clytie, along with other designs,

Pacific – while it has also recently been

features colourful central cubic zirconia

listed at JDC Jeju Free International City

stones in a delicate cradle of petals.

Development Center Duty Free in Korea,

Made of 925 sterling silver or base metal,

and JAL Shop Duty Free.

Pica LéLa jewellery is set with a variety of
colourful or clear cubic zirconias, crystals,

Golden
year for
Russian
Standard

Stand E18

Tequila
temptation

South East Asia, led by Singapore +41%,

Kuala Lumpur, Bangkok and Tokyo.

Thailand +36% and Malaysia +16%.

Walter Kooijman, commercial director Global

In West Asia, Russian Standard Vodka is

DF & APAC, Russian Standard Vodka, said:

growing at an even faster pace, especially

“Russian Standard Vodka is a new brand in

in Japan, Korea and Hong Kong, and

Asia yet it is already perceived as a perfect

the brand is progressing very well in

premium gift. Russian Standard Gold in

Patrón Spirits International is presenting

Australia and New Zealand too.

particular has really taken off! We did not

the fastest-growing spirit in its portfolio –

Contributing to this excellent performance

develop it specifically for the Asian consumer,

Patrón XO Cafe. The ultra-premium coffee

has been the launch in travel retail of

but its red and gold colours are of course

liqueur – made with Patrón Silver tequila

Russian Standard Gold, which joins Russian

very appealing to them as they represent

– achieved triple-digit growth in travel retail

Standard Original, Russian Standard

happiness, vitality, wealth and good fortune.”

sales last year.

Russian Standard Vodka has had a golden

Platinum and Imperia to complete the

In Australia, a special promotion at

“The success and excitement surrounding

year in Asia Pacific travel retail. Overall

premium portfolio. Russian Standard

Melbourne and Sydney airports, which

Patrón XO Cafe has definitely energised

sales volume increased by +45% last

Gold is now listed in most of the key

featured a giant Russian Standard

the coffee liqueur category in travel

year compared with 2009, with +40% in

airports in Asia, including Hong Kong,

Gold gift box, helped to drive sales,

retail,” said John McDonnell, Patrón

which have increased by over 250%

Spirits International COO. “Patrón XO Cafe

since the start of the promotion.

is now our third-largest selling Patrón

Russian Standard Vodka launched Russian

product in the duty free channel, behind

Standard Gold in Japan with a high profile

Patrón Silver and Patrón Añejo, and based

promotion in the FaSoLa Shop at Tokyo

on the trends we’re seeing, we predict

Narita South Terminal. A hostess in a

this product will become our second-

specially designed uniform was on hand

largest duty free offering in 2011.”

to assist with tastings and a mini cocktail

Thanks in part to the strong performance

shaker was offered as a gift with every

of Patrón XO Café, the company posted a

purchase of Russian Standard Gold.

+53.4% increase in total travel retail sales

In Hong Kong International Airport a

in 2010, with the international business

similar promotion was run with a 5cl

growing by +59%.

Russian Standard Gold Label gift for every

Visitors to the stand can also preview a

purchase of Russian Standard Gold Label.

vast array of other ultra-premium Patrón

Russian Standard Vodka joins the

spirits on the company’s stand. Among them

Beam Global and Rémy Cointreau

are the Gran Patrón Burdeos, Gran Patrón

Global Travel Retail portfolios at TFWA

Platinum tequila, Patrón Silver tequila,

Asia Pacific & GATE ONE2ONE.

Patrón Reposado tequila, and many more.

Stand P22

Stand H31

Tasty
truffles

smooth milk chocolate truffle filling.

the brand’s new individually-wrapped

“We’re proud to once again have a

premium boxed chocolates – are offered

superior new gourmet chocolate in our

in a 327g transparent gift and souvenir

range, which is a 100% Belgian product,”

box, which is exclusive to travel retail.

said Steven Candries, Guylian’s export

Also on show is the brand’s iconic

& travel retail director. “We go back to

Seahorse Chocolates, for which a

our roots – Guylian’s company founders

new luxurious gift concept has also

Guylian is presenting both its iconic and

started the Belgian family business with

been introduced. Guylian Sea Shells

brand new Belgian chocolate products at

premium handmade truffles – and back

Extra Dark, which were awarded the

TFWA Asia Pacific & GATE ONE2ONE.

to what premium chocolate is all about;

Superior Taste Award 2010 with 3 Stars

The newest additions include La

high quality ingredients and great taste.”

by the International Taste & Quality

Perlina Dark Truffles, which are made

The company is also presenting a souvenir

Institute, are also being showcased.

of a thin crispy shell in finest dark

box with Guylian’s Temptations for gifting

Belgian chocolate with a luxuriously

and sharing. The Guylian Temptations –

42 – TFWA DAILY

Stand K10

future-proof your business
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Ways to future-proof your business
The TFWA Daily asked
a range of industry
experts for their advice
on maintaining a strong
and steady business.
Briac Pinault, vice president
of global duty-free & travelretail, Tommy Hilfiger Europe:
“Spend a lot of time in airports
watching the travelling shoppers
and their habits. Before accepting a
space, study it carefully: passenger
fluxes, brands in the neighbourhood,
airlines, passenger nationalities,
security checks, distance to the gate,
to business lounges, etc. Exhibit in
Cannes: that’s where most of the
business of the following year is made.”
Klaus R. Mellin, global duty
free sales agent, Braun:
“Know your products, know your
customers, talk to sales people at the
retail counters (and listen to them) and
provide training to the sales people
where possible.”
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Hans Eulenhoefer,
international director,
Harston Group:
“To maintain newness on the
retail shelves and keep the range
interesting to consumers – consumers
won’t even look at a range that is
perceived to be dated. Ensure that
best sellers are always available and
not out of stock. Refresh the point
of sale materials on a regular basis.
Most importantly, staff training for
merchandising and product knowledge,
particularly the USP and features of the
collections sold.”
Karl Stoiber, global duty
free sales director for Asia,
Silhouette International:
“Pay special attention to the fit of
the eyewear. Offer special frames
with Asian nose fitting to ensure
that customers experience the same
unmatched wearing comfort. Products
should already have a solid distribution
with a proven sales record in the local
market before entering the travel
retail market because travel retail is
not a test market for a brand/product.
Customers expect that suppliers are
very reliable in terms of lead time and
marketing support.”

Steven Candries, export
& travel retail director,
Guylian:
“Innovation and inventing the wheel
again will be crucial in the coming
years to suit retailers and the
consumer/traveller – answer in time
to these needs. Be honest to the
trade and for sure to the consumer.
Respect quality above volume;
heavy discounting is a shame for the
industry. To get to the end product,
several steps in the production
process have passed and they all
need to earn and have a living.
Heavy discounting makes a game
out of it and the credibility of the
manufacturers can be at stake.”
Giles Marks, director global
travel retail, Maui Jim
Sunglasses:
“Once you have committed to
launching in travel retail, you have
to give it 110% – frequent personal
contacts with buyers, training staff
in airports, mounting top quality
displays that demonstrate the
strength of your brand. Flat displays
are almost ineffectual – you have to
engage the consumer.”

Alan Brennan, customer
marketing manager, Nestlé
International Travel Retail:
“Know your target shoppers
and look at the bigger picture
both at category and total shop
level. Establish good business
relationships with customers.
Continue to innovate, be flexible
and adaptable to an everchanging and turbulent global
travel retail environment.”
Kevin Galbraith, sales director
worldwide, Morgan & Oates:
“Be innovative. Your customers
must expect something new every
time you present. Understand your
customer and their needs. Keep
your promises. This is essential
not only in terms of delivery and
quality, but also in price. Therefore,
in periods of almost daily increases
in raw material costs you must
maintain your selling price and
protect your customers profit even
at the expense of your own margin
– your customers will be fully aware
of your pain and will reward the
suppliers that have taken the shortterm hit to protect them.”
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dubai duty free

Dubai Duty
Free Q1 sales
up 13%
Dubai Duty Free’s first quarter sales of

and clock category, which grew by +39%,

US$343 million signal a positive trend for

cosmetics rose by +20%, luggage and travel

the year and represent growth of +13% year-

accessories by +18% and ladies

on-year. Liquor, perfumes and gold were the

fashion by +12%.

three top-selling categories. Perfume sales

Dubai Duty Free’s recruitment continues

grew +16% to US$48 million, while gold

apace, with 136 new sales assistants

sales increased +13% to US$38 million.

appointed in Q1 2011, bringing total staffing

Colm McLoughlin, managing director,

levels close to 4,000.

Dubai Duty Free, said: “We are pleased to

Meanwhile, Dubai Duty Free recently

announce a +13% increase in sales over

received the award for ‘Best Duty Free

the same period last year. 2010 was an

Shopping’ at the Business Traveller

excellent year with sales of US$1.27 billion,

Middle East awards ceremony for the 10th

and we are looking at topping that by at

consecutive year. McLoughlin said: “This

least 10% this year. During the first quarter,

award reflects the views and opinions of

we have seen substantial increases in

frequent travellers and we are delighted to

our top categories in addition to growth in

once again claim the top spot in the duty

other categories, all of which is extremely

free category. It is a great endorsement

encouraging and we are optimistic that this

of the operation that we continue to win

year will be another record year for

and reflects the hard work of all of our

Dubai Duty Free.”

employees. My thanks to H.H. Sheikh Ahmed

Confectionery sales, meanwhile, rose

bin Saeed Al Maktoum, president of Dubai

+8% to US$26 million, and electronic

Civil Aviation Authority and chairman of

goods also performed well, with a +13%

Dubai Duty Free, for his ongoing support.

increase to US$25 million. Other strongly-

My thanks also to all of our 4,000 employees

performing categories included the watches

who deserve this recognition.”

Dubai Duty Free’s gold sales increased +13% to US$38 million in Q1 2011.
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auckland airport
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Auckland Airport’s retail revenues
for the half-year to 31 December 2010
increased by +12.9% to NZ$54.809
million. This excellent result was
largely due to the investment in a
high-quality retail environment within
the airport’s international departures
area and an increase in marketing
activity and customer choice.

TAX FREE WORLD
ASSOCIATION
63, Rue de la boétie
75008 Paris France
Tel : +33 1 40 74 09 86
Fax : +33 1 40 74 09 85

“This favourable comparison with the
reduced retail revenue in 2009 also reflects
the adverse effects of the reversion to

ALAIN MAINGREAUD
Managing Director
a.maingreaud@tfwa.com

a dual duty free operator model in that
year and the disruption caused by the
construction work in the international
departures area. Construction work was,

cecile lamotte
Marketing Director
c.lamotte@tfwa.com

for the most part, completed in 2010, with
a brand new international departures retail
offering and dwell areas now in place,
including two outstanding new duty free
stores,” said Littlewood.
The key elements of the airport’s
commercial redevelopment are a high
quality mix of local and international brands

5-minutes with…

PRODUCED BY

Adrian Littlewood, general manager of retail and
commercial, Auckland Airport

combined with a unique retail environment
that reflects the best of New Zealand in
design, service and experience. “A big
feature is the combination of two world class
duty free operators in DFS Group and JR
Duty Free – both selling a full range of duty
free products,” commented Littlewood.
While the initial objective was to increase
airside common seating and movement
space for passengers, the project quickly
expanded into a total refresh of the landside
and airside retail areas. According to
Littlewood, “the main strategy was to

The NZ$50 million commercial redevelopment at
Auckland Airport is now largely complete and was
officially launched in late-December. It provides a
world-class retail experience, with an expanded
range of outlets and new local and international
brands, as Adrian Littlewood, general manager
of retail and commercial, Auckland Airport,
explained to Ross Falconer.

offer high quality retail with a unique New

IAN HILL
Publisher
ian@pps-publications.com

PAUL HOGAN
Managing Director
paul@pps-publications.com

ROSS FALCONER
Editor
ross@pps-publications.com

RYAN GHEE
DAN HOGAN
Assistant Editors

Zealand flavour that appealed to our target

stands nine metres high and its billowing

performance has been strong and we have

customer segments complemented by

canopy, featuring a cycle of different colours,

had very positive feedback from passengers

intuitive dwell areas adjacent to core retail

covers a fabric surface area of 577sqm.

and retailers on the new retailing areas.

zones to drive up retail spend”.

“Underpinning all aspects of our retail

People particularly like seeing well-known

strategy has been a focus on the passenger

New Zealand and international brands in a

Focus on passenger experience

experience,” said Littlewood. “Everyone

world-class retail environment,” explained

There is an emphasis on creating intuitive

involved with Auckland Airport has a role to

Littlewood. “People also are very positive

dwell areas in the central commercial area

play in delivering a superb experience for

about the fact that we have tried to do

by introducing quality New Zealand branded

each passenger. By making every journey

something a little different in the overall

F&B in an area with views directly over

better and by providing a wider range of

design and central Pou Manawa feature –

the apron and close to the gates. This is

choices, we can help increase both the

people are in no doubt they are in a New

complemented by the unique Pou Manawa

number and spend of visitors.”

Zealand airport. We hope and believe that this

feature in the centre of the retail zone, which

Early results following the redevelopment

has contributed to our recent award in Skytrax,

is a large and striking tree-like structure

have been very positive, but the airport is

where we were voted as the eighth best airport

combined with audio-visual projection.

still in the final stages of completing the

in the world and the best airport in Australia

Architecturally designed, Pou Manawa

final fit-out on retail concessions. “Sales

Pacific for the third year in a row.”

victoria@pps-publications.com

New Zealand at its best

GRANT PRITCHARD
Photographer

The 2011 Rugby World Cup, of course,
takes place in New Zealand in September

ryan@pps-publications.com
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Sales Director
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Head Designer
richard@pps-publications.com

VICTORIA WILKINSON
Designer
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and October. Like all associated with the
event, Auckland Airport is determined to
play its part in helping to deliver a great
experience for visitors to the country.
“Just as importantly, we see this as an
opportunity to deliver enduring benefit in
the global marketing of New Zealand as
a destination,” commented Littlewood.
“We are working with agency and industry
partners to ensure that processing for
teams and visiting fans alike is seamless.
A number of projects are also underway
to further improve the terminal ambience
and leave a legacy for the visitor experience
beyond this event. We will be ready to
showcase New Zealand at its best.”
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